
e.wave X
USV - Urban Sustainable Vehicle 

#madeingermany 

NEW!



Unique.
Sustainable.

This starts with optimizing the energy and environmental footprint 
of our unique Micro-Factorys and extends to the selection of du-
rable and reusable materials for our products.

Our decentralized production technologies help create local and 
economic added value. Our unique products and services are de-
signed to help cities and their residents change the way they move 
for the better.

Our aspirations:
e.GO - the true partner with planet Earth, Made in Germany

For seven years, e.GO develops innovative electric vehicles that 
are perfectly suited to urban requirements and groundbreaking in 
terms of sustainable production.

As an independent German manufacturer, we can rethink solutions, 
building on the best of German engineering. Starting with the revo-
lutionary production to the inspiring product - the e.wave X.

It is created in our Micro-Factory in Aachen. Here we realize plat-
form solutions for battery-powered electric vehicles, based on 
a revolutionary production system that takes a completely new 
approach to electric vehicle manufacturing. We think sustainability 
holistically. 

eMobility consistently thought through
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The e.wave X is the innovative and sustainable cross-
over car for urban surroundings. The first USV - Urban 
Sustainable Vehicle. It is the solution that marks the be-
ginning of a new era in electric vehicles. As the second 
model after the already sold-out e.GO Life, the e.wave 
X combines everyday practicality and comfort with 
innovation and sustainability; all packed into a car with 
crossover feel, sporty handling and robust performance.

THE city crossover

Optimized dimensions for a 
four-seater that fits into almost 
any parking space.

Remarkable driving dynamics 
that enable a lot of driving plea-
sure.

Intelligent and flexible battery 
solution that is not dependent on 
the availability of a specific char-
ging infrastructure.

New colors with WOW-Factor.

LED headlights, frameless doors 
and aluminum wheels highlight 
the innovative look.

Ultra-wide 23-inch digital dis-
play and many connected fea-
tures that create a unique user 
experience.
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The key facts at 
a glance:

At 23“, the largest glass display in the urban segment 
looks as if it is floating above the high-quality dash-
board. The instrument display clearly shows you all 
relevant vehicle information. The infotainment touch 
display offers you a range of multimedia and additional 
functions.

23‘‘ Ultrawide-Cockpit

The e.GO Connect app allows you to preheat or cool your 
e.wave X remotely. With Wireless Apple CarPlay® and 
Android Auto®, every drive becomes your unique expe-
rience. Alexa integration, which can provide you with 
information on charge status and route options at any 
time, and the Charging Pad ensure that you reach your 
destinations full of energy.

Connectivity

With over 80 kW it glides over the streets of your city. 
The electric driving pleasure. And the 11 kW charger 
quickly gets it going again.

Driving pleasure and charging

We go all out for the sake of sustainable mobility. Even if 
we have to make compromises here and there - sustai-
nability is high on our agenda.

Sustainability

250km
City range 

11 kW
Smart Charging

24.990€
Now from 

Interior
The entire interior of the e.wave X is clean and tidy. Its unique look and feel 
ensure a unique sense of space. At the same time, it offers sufficient space 
for four adults.

The comfort seats are made of a combination of Dinamica® and Scuba Vinyl. 

Both fabrics have recycled contents, underlining our approach to sustainable 

mobility. The seats are both comfortable and durable, with Dinamica® not hea-

ting up as much as conventional seat covers, especially in high temperatures.

The high seating position gives you a perfect overview and the ultimate cross-

over feeling on the road, and comes along with a dynamic look and the best 

possible lateral support and comfort.

Design elements made of Scuba Vinyl in the color silver grey and an embossed 

e.GO signet in the front headrests round off the sporty overall appearance.

The rear seats can be folded down individually 
or together into the horizontal position, creating 
significantly more storage space with the help 
of the flat trunk floor. Since the engine is loca-
ted on the rear axle, the center tunnel has been 
dispensed with. This provides extra legroom in 
the front seats.

ISOFIX on the rear seats and the front passenger 
seat also protects our little passengers, while 
the multiple storage options for everything from 
teddy bears to bags make short city trips and 
shopping more practical and easy than ever.
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Exterior
Impressive, already at first glance: stylish LED headlights, frame-
less doors and cool aluminum wheels.

At second glance: The crossover feeling of the additional high 
beams awakens „have-to-have impulses.“ The additional roof rack 
is also unparalleled. 

The particularly lightweight, innovative and robust polymer outer 
skin forms a muscular side relief and fenders with strong charac-
ter, which shine with intense color and brilliant gloss completely 
without classic paint. 
Scratches are hardly noticeable due to the innovative through-co-
lored material  and can be easily polished out.
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Charge your e.wave X with 
the 11 kW smart charging 
or conveniently at any hou-
sehold socket - as easy as 
charging your smartphone.

Safety 

The torsional stiffness of the Alu-
Space frame not only increases 
passive safety, it also contributes 
significantly to the superior per-
formance. At the same time, the 
frame is very durable.

Drive & Driving performance
Power (continuous/peak) 
Top speed 

Battery & Charging
Battery type 
Battery capacity (gross) 
Electric range (WLTP Combined) 
Electric Range (City) 

Energy consumption
Energy Consumption (WLTP Combined) 
CO² emissions
Efficiency class

Technical details
44 kW / 86 kW
135 km/h

Lithium-ion
30.4 kWh
163 km
250 km

18.6 kWh/100km
0 g/km
A+++

Weight
EC curb weight (incl. 75kg driver)
Permissible total weight
Vehicle Load Capacity

1,280 - 1,290 kg
1570 kg
280 – 290 kg

Dimensions
Vehicle length 
Gross vehicle width (excl. exterior mirrors) 
Vehicle height with railing 
Wheelbase 
Luggage capacity
Luggage capacity (rear seats folded)
Turning circle

3,360 mm
1,814 mm
1,632 – 1,638 mm
2,200 mm
116 l
617 l
11.35 m



Colors
Storm Grey Pearl White 

Metallic
Peridot Lime 

Metallic
Sage Green Night Blue 

Metallic

Trim-
lines
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The e.wave X Native equipment already offers many equipment 
details in addition to the extensive standard equipment:

- 23“ Ultrawide Cockpit
- Electric heating and automatic air conditioning
- 17“ alloy wheels Pure Silver with 205/50 R17 all season tyres
- Rounded LED headlights
- Charging performance AC: 11 kW 3-phase charging (type 2)
- Exterior colour Pearl White metallic (included)
- Comfort seats with black fabric and design elements in silver grey
- Interior design elements in black and silver grey
- Black air vents

from 24,990€

Native

In addition to the e.wave X Native, the e.wave X Urban features 
e.wave X Urban also offers the following extensive features:

- 18“ alloy wheels Diamond Black, machine-surfaced with 225/40  
all season tyres
- Front and rear park assistant incl. rear view camera
- Wireless Apple Carplay® and Android Auto®
- Wireless smartphone charger
- Bluetooth hands-free phone connection
- Heated seats for driver and passenger
- Interior pre-heating via infotainment system
- Black 3-spoke leather steering wheel with silver grey design 
accents
- Interior design elements in piano black
- Air vents with design accents in piano black
- Floor mats with e.GO logo

from  27,990€

Urban

In addition to the e.wave X Urban, the e.wave X Metropolitan equip-
ment offers you the following extensive features:

- 18“ alloy wheels Exclusive Black with 225/40 R18 all season tyres
- Comfort seats in Dinamica® with design elements in silver grey
- Black 3-spoke soft touch Alcantara® leather steering wheel with 
silver grey design accents
- Privacy glass on rear windows
- Floor mats with e.GO logo

from 29,790€

Metropolitan

Rims

Alloy wheels Dark Black, 
Pinstripe Red with 

205/60 R15 offroad-style 
all season tyres

Alloy wheels Pure Silver  
with 205/50 R17 
all season tyres

Alloy wheels Diamond Black, 
machine-surfaced with 

225/40 R18 all season tyres

Alloy wheels Exclusive 
Diamond Black 
with 225/40 R18 
all season tyres

You can find the complete 
info on the standard equip-
ment on our website:



Disclaimer

e.wave X 86kW | Electricity consumption 18.6kWh/100km and 

CO2 emissions combined: 0 g/km 2 | Efficiency class: A+++

Official data on fuel consumption, CO2 emissions, electricity 

consumption and electric range were determined in accordance 

with the prescribed measurement procedure and comply with 

Regulation (EU) 715/2007 as amended. Figures in the NEDC take 

into account differences in the selected wheel and tire size of 

the e.wave X in the case of ranges, and in the WLTP of any op-

tional equipment of the aforementioned vehicle. WLTP values 

are used for the assessment of taxes and other vehicle-related 

levies that are (also) based on CO2 emissions and, where appli-

cable, for the purposes of vehicle-specific subsidies. Where 

applicable, the NEDC values listed were determined on the basis 

of the new WLTP measurement procedure and converted back 

to the NEDC measurement procedure for comparability. For 

vehicles newly type-approved since 01.01.2021, the official data 

only exist according to WLTP.

Further information on the official fuel consumption and the 

official specific CO2 emissions of new passenger cars can be 

found in the ‚Guide to Fuel Consumption, CO2 Emissions and 

Electricity Consumption of New Passenger Cars‘, which is 

available free of charge at all sales outlets of our distribution 

partners, from Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH (DAT), 

Hellmuth-Hirth-Str. 1, 73760 Ostfildern-Scharnhausen, and at 

https://www.dat.de/co2/.

© Next.e.GO Mobile SE 2022 Unless otherwise indicated, all 

texts, images and other works are subject to the copyright of 

Next.e.GO Mobile SE. Any reproduction, distribution, storage, 

transmission, broadcasting, reproduction or forwarding of the 

contents is strictly prohibited without the written consent of 

Next.e.GO Mobile SE. e.wave X is a trademark of Next.e.GO Mobi-

le SE. Any use of this trademark beyond purely private purposes 

is expressly prohibited without the explicit written consent of 

Next.e.GO Mobile SE.

Next.e.GO Mobile SE
Lilienthalstraße 1
52068 Aachen, Germany

#eGOMobile
e-go-mobile.com


